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Abstract
Title: The Effects of Reinforcer Absence and Availability of Alternative Activity
on Delay of Gratification in Children with Autism
Author: Hailey Rose Prechtel
Principal Advisor: Catherine A. Nicholson, Ph.D., BCBA-D
An increase in delay tolerance can help individuals obtain more preferred
items, activities, and interactions. There are also many situations in a young child's
daily life in which they cannot have immediate access to items, activities, or
attention that they might be seeking. This can often lead to problem behavior and a
longer time to wait for the desired item. Strategies that increase self-controlled
responding may help individuals make choices and respond appropriately to
receive a better outcome. This study examined the effects of self-control techniques
such as removing an item, and interaction with an alternative activity on a child’s
ability to wait for a highly preferred item for a long time (30 s) rather than
accessing it sooner for a shorter amount of time (10 s). One participant showed an
increase in trials waited when the reinforcer was absent, and not in sight when they
had to wait.
Keywords: autism, self-control, longer later reinforcer (LLR), shorter sooner
reinforcer (SSR), waiting
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Introduction: The Effects of Reinforcer Absence and Availability of
Alternative Activity on Delay of Gratification in Children with Autism
Young children tend to be described as individuals who are influenced by
desire and immediate satisfaction (Mischel et al., 1989). According to Vollmer et
al. (1999), self-control occurs when an individual's response produces larger
delayed reinforcers and forgoes an immediate smaller reinforcer. In comparison,
impulsivity occurs when an individual discounts the value of the delayed, more
preferred consequence by selecting an immediate, less preferred consequence
(Passage et al., 2012). Strategies that increase less impulsive responding may help
individuals make good choices and respond appropriately to receive a better
outcome.
An increase in the ability to delay gratification can help the child obtain
more preferred items, activities, and interactions. There are many situations in a
young child's daily life where they cannot have immediate access to items,
activities, or attention that they might be seeking. This can often lead to problem
behavior and a longer time to wait for the desired item. Lastly, research has shown
that the ability to delay gratification in the early years of a child's life can be
correlated with skills such as academics, social, and coping techniques.
Grosch and Neuringer (1981) demonstrated some of these strategies in a
study with pigeons. Some of these strategies included removing the reinforcer from
the sight of pigeons, and providing an alternative or distracting activity for the
pigeons to engage with when they were waiting. They showed that pigeons
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responded to the stimulus associated with a less preferred, but immediate reinforcer
more frequently when given an initial choice. However, their findings showed that
pigeons engaged in less impulsive behaviors when the preferred grain was out of
sight. They also showed that introducing a new disk for pigeons to peck at allowed
the pigeons to engage in this alternative activity and enhanced their tolerance of the
delay to reinforcement. Self-control is considered a crucial skill for daily living,
and strategies such as these outlined by Grosche and Neuringer (1981) may
drastically impact the every-day lives of individuals. It may be even more crucial
for children with autism (Gokey et al., 2013). Learning how to tolerate delays and
exhibit self-control can benefit children in many areas.
Mischel et al. (1989) defined delay of gratification as the ability to
"postpone immediate gratification and persist in goal-directed behavior for the sake
of later outcomes and future-oriented self-control.” This study looked at delay of
gratification in a series of experiments in which the participants were in preschool
and compared them to parental personality ratings obtained a decade later. Ninetyfive children participated in this assessment. The results found that the children
who waited longer at age four or five had higher ratings in academics, social
competencies, and abilities to cope with frustration in appropriate manners as
adults. Research shows that the ability to delay gratification during early ages of
life is associated with lower rates of frustration and aggression, better school
performances, and superior socialization skills later in life (Mischel et al., 1972).
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Another non-behaviorist interpretation of the definition given by Mischel et
al. (1989) is provided by Anokhin et al. (2010). These results suggested that delay
of gratification occurs when the consequences of one's actions are delayed; they
decrease in value and are less effective in controlling any future behaviors.
Individuals who are less likely to delay gratification tend to discount long-term
consequences, and their behavior is typically driven by the idea of immediate
fulfillment and not by the idea of pursuing longer-term goals. Tobin and Graziano
(2010) define delay of gratification as a set of motivational and cognitive processes
related to choosing a later or more distant goal at the expense of an immediate goal.
Impulsivity may have many detrimental effects. Research has shown that
impulsive response patterns established early in life tend to continue into adulthood
(Casey et al., 2011). Research has also shown that these children tend to have lower
performance in school, less financial stability, and may have increased issues with
their physical health and weigh (Li-Grining, 2007). Children with higher rates of
impulsivity were more likely to be obese by the age of eleven, but children who
waited longer at the age of four had a much lower Body Mass Index when
examined 30 years later (Schlam et al., 2013). Self-control may be a vital key in
addressing some of these issues that may be seen later in life.
Self-control is a behavior that is incompatible with acting abruptly in
different situations, giving young children the ability to conquer distraction and to
stay on track when pursuing a preferred consequence such as an item, activity, or
attention (Mischel et al., 1989). Children who have difficulty waiting in particular
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situations or a difficult time while waiting for a preferred outcome are typically
labeled as impulsive. Navarick (2017) generated a behavior analytic definition of
impulsivity. According to Navarick, impulsivity is choosing an immediate, small
reinforcer when given an option between an immediate small reinforcer, and a
delayed, large reinforcer. Therefore, impulsivity plays a large role in an
individual’s self-control behaviors.
Self-Control Non-Human Research
Researchers have aimed to discover and seek direct analogs between human
activity and animal behavior. Complex human behaviors such as self-control had
been thought to be unique to humans for a very long time. Rachlin and Green
(1972) researched self-control while using pigeons as their subjects. They used a
direct choice procedure and then a concurrent chain schedule. In the direct choice
procedure, the pigeon could choose a smaller soon reinforcer (SSR) or a longer
later reinforcer (LLR) by pecking the specific-colored key that had been paired
with the choice. During this part of the experiment, the pigeons frequently choose
the small reinforcer over the larger reinforcer. In the next phase, the concurrent
chain procedure, the pigeon could choose one sequence (A) or a different sequence
(B). Sequence A had a small delay and a small reinforcer. Sequence B had a longer
delay and a large reinforcer. The results found that when pigeons were offered a
choice between a smaller sooner reinforcer (2-s access to grain) and a later (4-s
delay) but larger reinforcer (4-s access to grain), they preferred the small and
sooner reinforcer.
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Conversely, when offered a choice between a time delay followed by a
choice and a time delay followed by restriction to the large delayed reinforcer only,
the pigeon's choice depended on the amount of time. Therefore, they found that as
the amount of time increased, there was a shift in preference from the more
immediate and smaller reinforcer to the larger and delayed reinforcer The pigeons
in this experiment showed that commitment results in behavior categorized as the
delay of gratification. They were willing to obtain the more delayed reinforcer at
the expense of the smaller and more immediate reinforcer (Rachlin and Green,
1972).
Rachlin and Green (1972) found that pigeons could learn to use a precommitment device. Pigeons avoided impulsive behaviors and did not choose an
immediate reinforcer. This happened when they were given the option to peck an
alternative key, committing themselves to the LLR. However, this experiment's
interpretation was complicated because the time it took most of the pigeons to peck
the required 23 times was much longer than the longest possible delay. This meant
that to obtain the immediate reinforcer, they would have had to start pecking before
it was available to them.
To study precommitment in a very elementary form, Ainslie (1974) used
discrete trials with a single key. Ainslie's experiment focused on responding and
not responding. In this study, the pigeons had to choose between 2 s of food
delivered immediately and 4 s of food delivered after a short delay. Pigeons chose
immediate food more than 95% of the time. A few seconds before the pigeons
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could choose between the two options, they had the opportunity to peck a green
key. If they pecked the green key, this served as a precommitment to the larger but
delayed reinforcer. Therefore, when the green key was pecked, the pigeon made an
irreversible choice of the 4-s access to grain and had no opportunity to choose the
2-s access once the actual trial began. Three of the ten pigeons eventually learned
to use the precommitment option (i.e., pecking the green key) on more than half of
the trials. This shows that pigeons engaged in a precommitment behavior to get the
reinforcer they preferred. Both Rachlin and Green (1972) and Ainslie (1974)
demonstrated that if pigeons had the opportunity to make an early commitment to
the larger delayed reinforcer that was irreversible, self-control would increase. The
main difference was that time was varied, and the choices are between one response
and another. Further research would aim to demonstrate that pigeons could be
trained to pick the larger delayed reinforcer without precommitment methods or
devices as used in these above experiments.
Research suggests that animals can be trained to pick larger delayed
reinforcers without precommitment devices (Ainslie, 1974). The amount of
reinforcement or the delay between the response and the delivery of reinforcement
may affect an organism's behavior, which can help train them to engage in selfcontrol. Research has involved fading procedures in order to establish behavior
patterns that may not typically be observed. Ferster (1958) was one of the first
researchers to examine the effects of fading along the dimension of reinforcer
delay. This study showed that if delays of 60 s or 120 s were introduced between
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responding and obtaining reinforcement on a variable-interval schedule, then the
rate of responding in pigeons would decrease. However, they noticed if the delay
were faded in gradually, most pigeons showed no reduction in response rate as the
delayed increased. Based on these results, this researcher stated that the effect of a
delay on the frequency of responding depends on the method used to introduce
delays to the pigeon.
Mazur and Logue (1978) also examined the effects of delay fading in a twochoice situation, otherwise known as a "self-control" paradigm. This paradigm
involved pigeons having to choose between a sooner shorter reinforcer and a longer
later reinforcer. Pigeons chose between an immediate 2-s reinforcer (i.e., access to
grain) and a 6-s reinforcer that was delayed 6 s. The four pigeons in the control
group were exposed to this condition initially. The four experimental subjects first
received a condition where both reinforcers were delayed 6 s. The small reinforcer
delay was then gradually reduced to zero. The control subjects never picked the
larger delayed option, but the experimental group's pigeons chose the larger
delayed option significantly more often. The results showed that fading procedures
could lead to increased self-control in pigeons when given a choice between a large
delayed reinforcer and a small immediate reinforcer. This current experiment also
showed that the effects of delayed reinforcement depend on a subject's experience.
Further research has explored the methods that can enhance self-control.
Chelonis et al. (1998) examined the effects of response effort on self-control, and
both ascending and descending amounts of response effort were examined to
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determine whether the degree of self-control depends on past or present levels of
effort. The experiment used five rats as their subjects. Each rat was trained to press
a lever using an auto-shaping procedure. Lights above one of the levers were
illuminated 4 s before reinforcer delivery and remained on during the 6 s of food
access. There was a 36-s intertrial interval between food access and the next
illumination of lever lights. If the rat pressed the lever while the lights were
illuminated, they received access to their reinforcement. After the rats were
responding on both levers, they were tested for self-control. The response effort to
push the lever began at 0.1 N of force. Gradually, the amount of force increased to
1 N. As the force required to press the lever increased and then again decreased;
some rats stopped responding. For the rats that continued to respond, self-control
tended to decrease. The results of this experiment suggest that increasing the
required response force can increase self-control choices, as long as the required
response force is low enough that some responding occurs.
Early Research
Mischel and Ebbesen (1970) evaluated a two-option choice paradigm with
preschool children. Researchers gave the children a choice between a preferred
item (i.e., pretzel) and a less preferred item (i.e., animal cracker). If the child waited
quietly at a desk for a full 15-min trial, the child would receive the highly preferred
pretzel when the researcher returned. However, the child received the less preferred
item if the child rang a bell, signaling for the researcher to end the trial early. In this
study, the researchers told the children that they could eat the treat whenever they
wished, but if they appropriately waited 15 min, they would be rewarded with a
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better treat. Since the reinforcers were presented and available for the children to
look at during the waiting trial, the researchers hypothesized it would remind them
of what they were waiting for. This would ultimately cause the children to wait
longer and receive higher preferred items. However, seeing the reinforcer s
increased the children's “frustration” and decreased waiting durations. Ten of the
32 participants waited the maximum time of 15 min. No child waited the maximum
time in the condition in which both reinforcers were available. However, six out of
eight children waited the full 15 min when neither reinforcer was present. These
results show that the greatest delay of gratification was observed when the objects
the child was waiting for were not in view. The results of this current study showed
that not attending to a potential reinforcer enhances delay of gratification while
thinking about or attending to the reinforcer may decrease the ability to wait.
Similar to the study discussed above, Mischel et al. (1972) examined some
techniques that may contribute to success limiting impulsivity. They compared the
effects of external and cognitive distraction from reinforcement through three
experiments, thinking "fun things" vs. thinking "sad things," and the effect of wait
time. Lastly, they examined attention when reinforcement was not physically
available during the waiting period. Experiment 1 compared the effects of external
and distraction from reinforcer objects on the child's length of time waiting for the
preferred delayed reinforcer. The preschool children were given the options of the
immediately available or the more preferred but delayed reinforcer. The children
could signal at any time to terminate the waiting period and would forfeit the more
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preferred item. Both the reinforcers were physically available for direct attention.
The two self-distraction methods were giving the children instructions to generate
internal cognitive activity or an external activity where the child was given a toy to
play with. Participants waited significantly longer when there was a cognitive
distraction (12.12 min) and in the external distraction condition (8.59 min) than in
the no distraction condition (.5 min). The results of this first experiment showed
that when the reinforcers were present and no distractors were available to suppress
attention from the reinforcers, no children lasted the full waiting period. When
there were distractors available, half the participants waited the full waiting period.
Therefore, children waited a longer amount of time when their attention was taken
off the reinforcers and placed elsewhere.
The second experiment examined aversive thoughts (i.e., "thinking sad
thoughts") compared to positive thoughts (i.e., "thinking fun things") on the length
of time the child waited for the preferred delayed reinforcers. The authors predicted
that delay of gratification would be longer when the thoughts were positive. The
results showed that receiving instructions to think about the reinforcers and
instructions to think about sad things produced similar mean wait times (about 5
min). However, instructions to think about fun things produced mean wait times
(13 min) well above the wait times of the thinking sad thoughts and thinking about
the reinforcer conditions.
Lastly, Experiment 3 replicated the previous two experiments, except the
reinforcers were not in the child’s range of vision during the waiting period. This
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experiment showed that the mean waiting time when the objects were absent and
the children were directed to think of the reinforcer was significantly shorter than
when they were not instructed to think about the reinforcer. These results showed
that thinking about the reinforcer objects when they are absent decreases the overall
wait duration significantly.
One major finding from the above series of experiments is that children
tended to wait a greater length of time when they were distracted from the objects
they were instructed to wait for. Results from this study can be used to provide
techniques that may be taught to children as ways to help them wait for things
longer. As research continues to identify techniques and strategies that may
improve children’s ability to delay gratification, it is important to find ways to
teach them to children so they may be used accordingly.
Grosche and Neuringer (1981) built upon the series of experiments done by
Mischel and his colleagues by using pigeons as their subjects. There is an important
difference to note when comparing these series of studies. Mischel and Ebbessen
(1970) only conducted a single self-control trial per child participant. The
performances of the children in different groups (reinforcer absent versus reinforcer
present) were compared. Grosche and Neuringer (1981) adopted a repeated
measures design. Each subject received more than 600 self-control trials.
Grosche and Neuringer (1981) explored the effects of several different variables on
pigeon's ability to delay gratification. These included: presence versus absence of
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reinforcers and alternative responses. These are all similar to those studied by
Mischel and his colleagues in his self-control study in preschool children.
Experiment 1 was a replication of Mischel and Ebbessen (1970). In
experiment 1, researchers gave pigeons choices between two different grain types:
a pigeon could either wait 15 s and then eat a preferred grain or peck a key and
receive a less preferred type of grain immediately. The results showed that pigeons
would wait for this reinforcer on about 80% of the trials. During the first phase of
the experiment, the two types of food that the pigeons were waiting for became
visible to the pigeons throughout the entirety of the waiting period. Pigeons 1 and 2
showed an effect of presence vs. absence of reinforcement during the wait interval
with this change. The pigeons waited, on average 6.6% of the trials when
reinforcement was present. The pigeons waited for an average of 83.5% of the trials
where reinforcement was absent. Mischel and Ebbessen (1970) studied these
effects in the following manner: if the child waited for an interval to end, he/she
would receive the more preferred reinforcer. However, if the child asked to
terminate the interval by ringing a bell, a less preferred reinforcer was delivered.
The first condition placed animal crackers and pretzels in a cake tin that was open
for viewing. The second condition had the reinforcers hidden. The results found by
Grosche and Neuringer were similar results to the Mischel and Ebbessen (1970)
results, where no children waited successfully when both the reinforcers were
present, and 75% of the children waited successfully when the reinforcers were
absent.
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The second experiment conducted by Grosche and Neuringer was a
replication from Mischel et al. (1972). Mischel and colleagues gave children a toy
to play with during the wait interval. The other group of children received no toy.
This study's hypothesis was confirmed; the presence of the toy amplified the
children's self-control a substantial amount. Grosche and Neuringer (1981) wanted
to determine if these results could be obtained with pigeons by manipulating the
keys (i.e., illuminated and available versus dark and unavailable) that the pigeons
would peck to receive food pellets. Grosch and Neuringer taught the birds to peck
at a key in the chamber's rear, which at first delivered food on a FR 20 schedule.
The pigeons waited a greater amount for the preferred grain when they spent the
delay working towards the grain from the FR 20 schedule. The rear key no longer
delivered any grain in a later condition, but the pigeons continued to attend to it
during the waiting periods. Results aligned with those of Mischel et al. (1972). The
availability of an alternative response increased the likelihood of waiting for the
later and more preferred reinforcer. Grosche and Neuringer (1981) replicated the
work of Mischel and Ebbesen (1970). However, Mischel and Ebbesen (1970) only
conducted a single self-control trial per participant. Grosche and Neuringer (1981)
made modifications to their procedures and adopted a repeated measures design
where each pigeon subject received more than one trial. To date, no one has
attempted to explore the effects of reinforcer absence and the availability of an
alternative activity on young children with autism using a repeated measures
design.
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Recent Research
Recent research has examined the possible interventions and teaching
strategies that may help individuals enhance self-control. Rates of reinforcement
and time between responding and reinforcement can play a big role in delaying
gratification. Neef et al. (1993) evaluated self-control and impulsivity of students
diagnosed as seriously emotionally disturbed. The first study examined the
interaction between unequal rates of reinforcement and equal versus unequal delays
to reinforcer access on performance on math problems. This study's participants
were two students in a special education program for youths with severe emotional
disturbances and learning difficulties. Sessions were conducted once or twice a day
for 10 min, three to five days a week.
In the first experiment, the researcher placed two stacks of yellow and green
index cards with math problems in front of the student. The researcher gave the
child an instruction of "You can earn nickels doing math problems. You can work
on either pile of problems as you choose. You may start when I say begin" (Neef et
al., 1993, p. 39). Correct responses on either colored card were reinforced with
nickels on a concurrent variable interval (i.e., VI 60-s VI 120-s schedules for
participant 1 and VI 30-s VI 120-s schedules for participant 2). When the response
was incorrect, the researcher drew an X on the index card. In the first condition,
equal delays of reinforcer access, the nickels delivered were deposited in a
transparent plastic cup directly behind the corresponding stack of problems chosen
upon correct responses. The participant could count how much money they had
earned in each cup, record it in a log, and take all the money with them. The
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purpose of this condition was to determine the extent of matching when the rate of
reinforcement differed for the stack of problems chose, and access to reinforcement
was immediate for both piles.
The next condition was unequal delays to reinforcer access. Along with the
standard instruction previously stated, the student was told, "You may earn nickels
which you can have now, or later. The calculator will show the amount of money to
be placed into savings for you. You will be given all the nickels you have saved in
your account on {day}" (p 39). Reinforcer access began with a one, two, or threeweek latency. For participant 1, the mean percentage of time allocated to the VI 60s schedule was 66.6%, and the mean percentage of reinforcement obtained on that
schedule was 73%. When reinforcement was delayed up to three weeks, the mean
percentage of time allocated decreased to 32.8%, and the reinforcement obtained
was at 47.2%. For this participant, the percentage of time allocated to each response
alternative corresponded to the amount of obtained reinforcement. Similarly, the s
participant's time allocation (M=81.4%) was closely related to the percentage of
obtained reinforcement (M = 79.5%). The results of this first study show that
unequal delays to access to reinforcement can produce biased responses that will be
in favor of the more immediate reinforcer (Neef et al., 1993).
The next portion of this study examined the relationships between
reinforcer rate, quality, and delay, and their effects on responding. The study
participants, data collection, and experimental procedures were the same as the first
study. However, there were three additional experimental conditions: equal delays
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and quality, delayed high-quality on rich schedule, and immediate low-quality on
rich schedule. In the first condition, both response alternatives were associated with
immediate access to the same reinforcer type. In the s condition, the responses
consisted of delayed access to high-quality reinforcement on a rich (VI 60s)
schedule versus immediate access to low-quality reinforcer on a leaner (VI 120s)
schedule. Lastly, the third condition was identical to the previous condition.
However, the delay to reinforcer access and quality pairings with the VI schedules
were switched. Participant 1 showed continued impulsivity. This means she tended
to respond to the alternative associated with immediate access to the reinforcers
consistently. The second participant's results showed that the reinforcer’s quality
overrode the effects of reinforcer rate and delay. This study shows that
reinforcement dimensions and the effect they may have on waiting behavior differ
across individuals. Therefore, functional analyses of the type of reinforcement
contingencies that maintain an individual's behavior may help design effective
programs (Neef et al., 1993).
Dimensions of reinforcement and their effect on individuals may vary
across participants and should be studied more thoroughly. A common technique
used to study effective rates of reinforcement is to utilize fading procedures. Dixon
et al. (2003) implemented a fading schedule and mediating tasks to increase the
preference for delayed reinforcement, which ultimately increased self-control.
Three participants with moderate to profound mental retardation were used as
participants in this study. The study began with a preference assessment. They
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found that Warren's most preferred item was a corn chip, Greg's was a pretzel, and
Matt's was fruit juice. The quantities differentiated between one or two edibles or
one oz or two oz of juice for smaller and larger reinforcers throughout the study.
During the baseline phase, each participant was exposed to choices between an
immediate small amount and a delayed larger amount of a preferred reinforcer. Red
and black index cards were paired with either (a) the smaller immediate reinforcer
or (b), the larger delayed reinforcer. There were both single-choice trials, and twochoice trials ran during this phase. During the single-choice trials, one index card
was placed in front of the participant. The reinforcer was delivered immediately for
the card associated with the smaller immediate reinforcer, or the card was removed,
and the participant needed to wait for a pre-determined amount of time before
receiving the reinforcer for the card paired with the larger delayed reinforcer. When
the two-choice trials were conducted, both the red and black cards were presented
to the participant. There were no prompts given to help select the card. Once the
participant picked one of the cards, the consequence was delivered.
Dixon et al. (2003) then implemented the self-control training procedure.
This phase used two different types of sessions in an alternating treatment design.
The first type of session offered a choice between a small immediate reinforcer and
a larger reinforcer given to the participant immediately, but there was a progressive
delay added. The second session was identical to the one previously described, but
there was an activity available during the delays. The activity was placing foam
cubes into a large plastic basket. During baseline sessions, the larger reinforcer
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responses were 30% for Warren, 40% for Matt, and 40% for Greg. The results of
this study showed that there was an overall increase from baseline after
implementing a self-control training program.
Research with both pigeons and humans has shown that the delay between
response and reinforcement can affect choice because the reinforcement's
effectiveness will decline as the delay increases. Schweitzer and Sulzer-Azaroff
(1988) taught young children to tolerate delayed reinforcement. They used and
examined the effectiveness of a procedure designed to increase the proportion of
children's choices of larger delayed reinforcement over the smaller sooner
reinforcement. Both large and small reinforcers were offered, and then the delay for
the larger reinforcer was gradually increased. This study demonstrated that
increasing the length of the delay for the larger later reinforcers could affect the
choice patterns of preschool children who were earlier identified as impulsive. This
study's findings could have implications for treatment or teaching procedures for
young children who may have the label of impulsive because of their typically
occurring behavior patterns.
Newquist et al. (2012) also examined techniques that would teach children
how to engage in self-control techniques. Specifically, they compared the effects of
various interventions in the absence of delay fading on self-control. Three typically
developed preschool children, ages 3 to 5-years-old, participated in this study.
Dependent variables were large reinforcer choice, small reinforcer choice, no
reinforcer choice, and toy reinforcer choice. The first portion of this study was a
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baseline delay assessment. During this phase, one plate contained one edible item, a
s plate contained four edible items, and a third plate contained no edible items.
Choosing the plate that contained the small reinforcer or choosing the empty plate
resulted in immediate delivery of the chosen plate. Choosing the plate that had the
large reinforcer resulted in a delay in delivery of the plate. The delays were 2 min
and 5 min long. The next phase within the baseline assessment was a present food
phase. The larger reinforcer choice resulted in the researcher removing the plates
with the small-reinforcer and no-reinforcer, but the large-reinforcer remained in
view. After a delay of 2 min, the researcher delivered the plate that had the larger
reinforcer. If the child continued to choose the larger reinforcer, the time delay
increased to 5 min. The last phase within the baseline assessment was an absent
food phase. However, contingent upon selecting the larger reinforcer, this phase
was identical to the one described above, all plates were removed out of sight.
The first intervention was implemented. This intervention examined the
effects of providing brief rules on children's selection of smaller soon or larger later
reinforcement. A baseline phase was implemented. This phase was identical to the
absent food phase described above. Next, a researcher rule phase was implemented.
These sessions were similar to baseline, except the participants receiving a rule
contingent on their choice. If the participant chose no reinforcer, the researcher
stated, ''You get none." If the child chose the small reinforcer, the researcher said,
''You get one piece now." Lastly, if the child chose the larger reinforcer, the
researcher said, "When you wait, you get four pieces” (Newquist et al., 2012).
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The next intervention examined the effects of providing a visual countdown
on children's selection of smaller, sooner, or larger later reinforcement. This phase
was the same as the researcher rule phase, but the child was provided with a
countdown during the delay period.
Lastly, the third intervention examined the effect of providing preferred toys during
the delay on children's selection of smaller, sooner, or larger later reinforcement.
The first phase was a child rule phase. These sessions were similar to researcher rule sessions; however, choosing the large reinforcer resulted in the participant
saying, ''When I wait, I get four pieces." The last phase was the toy phase. This was
similar to the child rule phase described above. However, during the delay period,
the child had a preferred toy available to them to engage with. Results showed that
all participants infrequently chose the large reinforcer during the baseline,
researcher-rule, and timer phases. This suggests that neither of these interventions
were successful in enhancing self-control. During the child-rule and toy
assessment, all participants infrequently chose the large reinforcer. However,
during toy sessions, all participants chose the large reinforcer more frequently than
during baseline or other sessions. The results of this study suggested that providing
brief rules or a countdown timer during the delay was ineffective for enhancing
self-control. However, providing preferred toys during the delay effectively
enhanced self-control (Newquist et al., 2012).
Juanico et al. (2016) replicated the study conducted by Newquist et al.
(2012) described above. This current study aimed to replicate the results and effects
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of providing access to toys to children during delay periods on enhancing selfcontrol. This study compared the effects of providing low-preference, moderatepreference, and high-preference toys during periods of waiting. They also tried to
control the magnitude of reinforcement and access to toys. They did this by
providing access to toys during all choice options. In the beginning, a reinforcermagnitude assessment was conducted to examine if magnitude impacted the
participants. Then they conducted a delay assessment to see if the participants
displayed impulsive behavior. Toys were introduced (high, moderate, and low) to
all choice options. Lastly, if toys did not increase the larger delayed reinforcer's
selection, a s condition was implemented where toys of different quality levels
were available only for the choice of the large delayed reinforcer. Results showed
that all toys increased self-control for two participants when toys were available for
all choice options, and high-preference toys increased self-control for three
participants when the toys were available only for large delayed choices.
Passage et al. (2012) also examined a technique to teach self-control. This
study examined the effectiveness of using qualitatively different reinforcers to
teach self-control to a young boy diagnosed with an intellectual disability. They
first conducted a natural baseline. In this condition, the researcher placed
worksheets and a pencil on the desk in front of the participant. The worksheet
required the individual to draw a line from the picture on the left of the page to an
identical image on the right side of the page. The participant was then instructed to
begin. If the child did not initiate the task within 30 s or stopped completing the
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task for 5 s, the session was terminated. The purpose of this condition was to
establish baseline levels of task performance before adding reinforcement
contingencies. Next, a choice baseline was conducted. This condition was identical
to the natural baseline, but a two-choice fixed-ratio schedule of reinforcement was
added. Before the child was instructed to begin, the researcher held up two pictures
associated with a more and less preferred item. He then stated the rule, "If you
would like to receive [less preferred reinforcer] for doing nothing, point to it. If you
want to [do the task] until I say stop to receive the [more preferred item], point to
it."
Next, there was a self-control training condition. During this condition,
there was a two-choice fixed-duration progressive-duration schedule of
reinforcement in effect. The time required to receive a more preferred reinforcer
was set at the mean duration of on-task behavior from the natural baseline
condition. Once the child gained access to the delayed, more preferred reinforcer in
two of three trials, the criterion for access was increased by 42 s until the total time
on task equaled ten times the mean duration of on-task behavior from the natural
baseline condition (420 s). During the natural baseline, the participant engaged in a
mean of 42 s of on-task behavior. Once the participant gained access to the more
preferred reinforcer after spending 168 s on-task, his total time on task increased.
However, when the criterion to access the more preferred item increased to 420 s,
the participant initially increased his time on task but then chose the less preferred
reinforcer during three subsequent trials. Finally, during the self-control training
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condition, the participant demonstrated criterion performance (420 s) after a total of
35 trials. Once the natural baseline condition was reimplemented, the mean
duration of responding decreased to 154 s. These results show that self-control
training effectively increased time on task to earn a more preferred and delayed
reinforcer. These results suggest that progressively increasing the duration of taskrelated behavior required to earn a more preferred reinforcement can help teach
children with intellectual disabilities self-control (Passage et al., 2012).
Similar to study discussed above, Gokey et al. (2013) evaluated a technique
for teaching self-control and increasing the duration of waiting for access to a
preferred item among three children with autism. Previous research (Dixon &
Cummings, 2001), found that gradually introducing a delay to reinforcement with a
concurrent activity could increase self-control. However, that particular study, and
studies alike, did not examine how long the concurrent activity needed to be in
effect throughout the delay. Gokey et al. (2013) examined if fading the delay to the
larger reinforcer with the parallel activity would shift the preferences of
participants. In the beginning of this study, all three participants frequently chose
an immediate and small reinforcer instead of a delayed larger reinforcer and a
delayed larger reinforcer with an activity requirement during the delay. As the
delay was gradually faded in, they continued to select the larger later reinforcer.
After the participants maintained this selection, the duration of the concurrent
activity was gradually reduced. All three participants continued to choose the
delayed larger reinforcer. The results of this study demonstrate that while utilizing
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a concurrent activity during periods of waiting is beneficial, fading out that activity
can be useful in situations where self-control is required but an activity is
distracting to others or unavailable.
Current Study
The present study was a replication and extension of Grosche and Neuringer
(1981) with three human participants. The purpose of this study was to examine the
effects of presence versus absence of desired item and an alternative activity on
ability to wait for a longer later reinforcer among children with autism.
Method
Participants
Two children diagnosed with autism served as participants. We selected
participants who were receiving intensive behavioral intervention services from a
day-treatment facility. In order to be included in the study, the child had to
demonstrate a vocal-verbal repertoire of at least three-word phrases, follow simple
instructions, and show sensitivity to two parameters of reinforcement: magnitude of
reinforcement (measured in duration of exposure to the reinforcer) and latency to
receiving the reinforcer. We sent a letter detailing the purpose of the study and
procedures to the parents or guardians of the participants and gained informed
consent from them.
At the start of the study, Val was 5-years-old. She communicated using at
least three-word sentences. Val’s individualized treatment program goals included
increasing independent tacts, responding to instructions, waiting, and gross and fine
motor imitation. At the start of the study, Bryan was 10-years-old. Bryan
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communicated using full sentences with more than 3 words. His individualized
treatment program goals included increasing full sentence tacts, following
instructions, waiting, and gross motor imitations.
Settings and Materials
All sessions were conducted at a hospital-based day treatment clinic in the
Southeastern United States. We ran sessions in an 8ft x 14ft treatment room with a
standard work table and two chairs. The room was empty of all distracting items
(toys, etc.) except session materials such as datasheets, pens, stopwatch, clickers,
and two timers. On the floor next to the table was a box with the different items
and/or activities that were used for each condition, as well as a bell.
COVID-19 Precautions
Since global concern about the COVID-19 pandemic continued throughout
the duration of this study, we followed a list of precautions to ensure that
participants and researchers were kept healthy and safe. The researchers screened
the participants and their parents upon arrival at the clinic each day. The parents
were asked about symptoms experienced by all individuals in the household. The
parent and child had their temperature taken, and anyone above 98.8 degrees
Fahrenheit was not allowed into session. Only participants who passed the
screening procedure were scheduled for in-person services. Bilayer cloth or
standard surgical masks were worn by both participants and researchers at all times.
The researchers also wore protective eye wear. The investigators supplied masks to
any participant who did not have one. The researchers disinfected and sterilized
equipment, materials, and common areas with an EPA-approved disinfectant
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between sessions. Lastly, the researchers asked the guardians to sign a Declaration
of Compliance to ensure all human participants complied with the study’s COVID19 protective measures.
Pre-experimental Assessments
Paired Choice Preference Assessments. Before the study, we interviewed
the participants and staff members at the treatment facility to generate a list of ten
preferred stimuli for each participant. We conducted a paired choice preference
assessment (Fisher et al., 1992) before the start of the experiment to determine a list
of five highly preferred toys or activities and the toy or activity which would be
used as the alternative activity. The assessment began with the researcher placing
two items in front of the participant and telling them to pick one. After the
participant made a selection, we allowed the child to play with the selected item for
30 s, while recording which item was selected and removing the remaining item.
Next, the researcher removed the toy, presented two new items, and told the
participant to pick one. The procedure was repeated until each item had been paired
with every other item. We then calculated the number of times each item was
selected, and rank ordered the toys from most to least preferred. The items that
were ranked one through five were used in the subsequent preference assessments,
described below. The sixth ranked item was used as the alternative activity/item.
Val’s top five toys in order of preference were iPad, Pokémon cards, blocks,
books, and pom poms. Her alternative activity was Legos. Bryan’s top five toys in
order of preference were white board, iPad, gold house numbers, a squishy ball,
and cars. His alternative activity was blocks.
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Multiple Stimulus Without Replacement Preference Assessment. Prior
to each of the subsequent assessments and experimental sessions, we conducted a
Multiple Stimulus Without Replacement (MSWO; DeLeon et al., 1996) preference
assessment to account for daily shifts in preference. We selected the top choice
from the MSWO to use as the preferred item for the sessions conducted that day.
The assessment began with the researcher placing five items in front of the
participant and telling them to pick one. After the participant made a selection, we
allowed the child to play with the selected item for 30 s, while recording which
item was selected and removing the remaining items. Next, the researcher removed
the toy, re-presented the four items that had not been picked, and told the
participant to pick one. The procedure was repeated until each item had been
picked and interacted with once.
Waiting Assessment. The purpose of the waiting assessment was twofold:
(1) to establish a duration goal that is individualized for each participant and, (2) to
evaluate whether the participants displayed any pre-existing strategies such as
singing or counting ceiling tiles to help them engage in the self-control response
(i.e., waiting) in the absence of additional materials (i.e., alternative activity). To
determine the waiting interval goal for each participant, we replicated the procedure
from Dixon and Rehfeldt (2003). Sessions began with the researcher placing the
highest preferred item identified in the MSWO preference assessment from that day
in front of the participant and saying, “I want you to wait as long as you can before
playing with [item].” The researcher then stepped back several feet and pretended
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to look distracted. Each session consisted of one trial and terminated when the
participant engaged with the object. Data were taken on the latency to engagement
with the item. We continued to run sessions until we obtained stability across at
least three sessions. Stability was determined by three data points within a 25%
range. The average duration obtained for each participant was multiplied by ten to
determine the waiting interval goal for the preferred item. After concluding the
waiting assessment, Val’s wait interval was 15 s. Bryan’s wait interval was 6
minutes.
Magnitude Sensitivity Assessment (Duration of Exposure). The purpose
of this assessment was to evaluate whether the participants were sensitive to
duration as a parameter of reinforcement. The experimenters showed the item to the
participant and said, “You can have a little bit of this or a lot of this. Which one do
you want?” After making a selection, we immediately delivered the preferred item
to the participant and allowed them to play with it for 1 min. The duration of the
larger value was determined by the waiting assessment described above. This
procedure was continued until the participant made the same choice for three
consecutive trials (Gokey et al., 2013). If a participant did not demonstrate
sensitivity to the magnitude assessment (i.e., chose the larger duration), they were
dropped from the study. Both participants, Val and Bryan, showed sensitivity to the
magnitude assessment.
Delay Sensitivity Assessment. If the participant demonstrated a preference
for longer durations of interaction with the preferred item, we next conducted the
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delay sensitivity assessment. This assessment was designed to determine whether
the participant was sensitive to delays in reinforcement, thus we kept the duration
of exposure the same for each option. We placed the preferred item in front of the
participant and asked, “Would you rather have this for [smaller duration] now or
[smaller duration] in [maximum time interval, as determined by the waiting
assessment.] We delivered the item to the participant after the designated amount of
time elapsed based on the choice they made on each trial. The participant was
allowed to play with the item for the shorter duration time interval and then
removed. This procedure was continued until the participant made the same choice
for three consecutive trials (Gokey et al., 2013). If a participant did not demonstrate
sensitivity to the delay assessment (i.e., chose the more immediate option), they
were dropped from the study. Both participants, Val and Bryan, showed sensitivity
to the delay assessment.
Pre-experimental Familiarization with Procedures. In the reinforcerabsent conditions described below, the participants needed to have a way to access
the preferred item even if they could not see it. Thus, we introduced another
stimulus, a bell, into the experimental arrangement that allowed the participants to
signal they were done waiting. Upon ringing the bell, we immediately delivered the
preferred item. To ensure the participants knew the function of the bell, we
familiarized each of them with the procedure prior to conducting any further
assessments or beginning the experiment in the same manner as described by
Dixon and Cummings (2001).
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First, we placed a bell on the table in front of the participant and told them
to ring it. If required, we gave a hand-over-hand prompt to facilitate the response.
Upon ringing the bell, we said “Since you rang the bell, you can have [item] right
now.” The child then received their most preferred reinforcer for the shorter
duration. We repeated this three times. Next, we covered the bell with a box and
said, “Since you cannot ring the bell, you will have to wait a while before I can
give you [item].” Once the designated time elapsed (determined by the waiting
assessment), the child received their most preferred reinforcer for the longer
duration. We repeated this three times.
Measures
During the experimental manipulation, the main dependent measure was the
number of times the participant selected the larger later (LL) option over the
smaller sooner (SS) option in a five-trial session. During each trial, we recorded
“yes” if the participant waited for the designated amount of time to obtain the LL
option and a “no” if they did not. We also collected data on four secondary
measures. First, we recorded the latency until the participant engaged with the
preferred item. This was recorded by starting a timer the moment the researcher
told the participant to wait and stopping it when the participant rang the bell to
indicate they wanted the item or touched the item. Second, we recorded the total
duration of engagement with the alternative activity each session by starting a timer
each time the participant touched the activity and stopping it when they stopped
interacting with it. We then divided the total amount of time spent engaging with
the alternative activity by the total duration of the session and multiplying by 100
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to obtain a percentage of engagement for each session. Third, we recorded a “yes”
or “no” to indicate whether the participants engaged in supplementary responses
(e.g., hid item, asked researcher to remove item, sought out alternative activity,
engaged in other self-distracting behaviors) for each trial. Finally, we took data on
problem behavior by recording the frequency and converting it to a rate for each
session.
Data were scored with a paper datasheet and pencil or pen. Duration and
latency were measured using a stopwatch. Graduate and undergraduate students
who were Registered Behavior Technicians conducted the sessions. All research
assistants were required to practice implementing the protocols and data collection
until they achieved 95% accuracy prior to running sessions.
Interobserver Agreement. A second independent observer collected data
for at least 33% of sessions during all assessments, phases, and conditions. For the
main dependent variable, interobserver agreement (IOA) was assessed by
comparing the first observer’s data with the second observer’s data and scoring
each trial as an agreement or disagreement. The percentage of IOA for the number
of trials wait for the longer later reinforcer was calculated by adding up the number
of trials in agreement, dividing the sum by the total number of trials, and then
multiplying by 100 to yield a percentage. IOA was also recorded for all duration
and latency measures. IOA for duration and latency measures were calculated by
dividing the smaller recorded time by the larger recorded time and multiplied by
100. Agreement for the number of trials wait for the longer later reinforcer during
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baseline was 100% for both participants. Mean agreement for the first reinforcer
present phase was 100% for Val and 100% for Bryan. Mean agreement for the first
reinforcer absent phase was 100% for Val and 100% Bryan. Mean agreement for
the second reinforcer present phase was 100% for Val. Mean agreement for the
second reinforcer absent phase was 100% for Val.
Mean agreement for latency measures in baseline was 90% (range; 86% to
95%) for Val and 98% (range; 96% to 100%) for Bryan. Mean agreement for
latency measures for the first reinforcer present phase was 96% (range; 89% to
100%) and 98% (range; 89% to 99%) for Bryan. Mean agreement for latency
measures in the first reinforcer absent phase was 94% (range; 94% to 100%) for
Val. Mean agreement for latency measures in the second reinforcer present phase
was 92% (range; 86% to 95%).
Mean agreement for duration measures in baseline was 96% (range; 89% to
100%) for Val, and 100% for Bryan. Mean agreement for duration measures in the
first reinforcer present phase was 100% for both participants.
Treatment Integrity. In order to assess the fidelity of the implementation
of the experimental procedures (i.e., “treatment integrity”), a second observer
scored at least 33% of sessions using a session checklist (see Appendix B).
Treatment integrity was calculated by dividing the number of steps implemented
correctly by the total number of steps and multiplied by 100. Treatment integrity
during baseline was 100% for Val and 93% for Bryan. Treatment integrity during
the first reinforcer present phase was 100% for Val and 93% for Bryan. Treatment
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integrity for the first reinforcer absent phase was 100% for Val and 93% for Bryan.
Treatment integrity for the second reinforcer present phase was 100% for Val.
Treatment integrity for the second reinforcer absent phase was 100% for Val.
Experimental Design
We used a counterbalanced ABCBCD/ACBCBD with an embedded
alternating treatments design to evaluate the effects of the various components of
the study. The BCBC component evaluated the effects of reinforcer present (Phase
B) versus absent (Phase C). The alternating treatments design was embedded in the
BCBC to evaluate the interaction of the effects of the alternative activity present
versus absent. The order of conditions was counterbalanced across participants to
control for sequencing effects. The AD component evaluated the effects of a
treatment package designed to teach the participants to engage in supplementary
responses that would help facilitate their self-control behavior, based on the results
of the assessment.
Procedures
Session Description. We conducted one to ten sessions per day, three to
five days per week. Each session consisted of five trials, with at least 30 s between
each trial. The duration of each trial was determined based on the results of the
waiting assessment. At the onset of each trial, we delivered the instruction: "You
can play with [item] now for a little bit, or you can wait a little while, and then you
can play with [item] for a longer time. Remember if you ring the bell, you can play
with the [item] right away for a little bit of time.”
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The duration of each trial was kept constant, irrespective of the participants’
choices. This was done to prevent the participant from manipulating the overall rate
of reinforcement during session, which would confound the results of the study.
The trials were kept at a constant duration by changing the amount of time between
each trial (i.e., the “intertrial interval”). For example, if the goal waiting interval
was 30 s, we set the trial duration at 60 s. If the participant chose to access the
SS/LL item at 10 s, they were given a neutral task for 50 s to fill the time until the
beginning of the next trial (e.g., taking a walk, receiving neutral attention from the
experimenter). If they waited 25 s, they experienced a 35 s intertrial interval.
Valorie’s trials were 45 s and Bryans trials were 6 min 30 s.
Baseline. This phase evaluated whether the participant used supplementary
self-control strategies (e.g., playing with an alternative activity, requesting the
removal of the reinforcer) prior to any intervention. The preferred item and bell
were placed on the table in front of the participant. The alternative activity was
placed 10 to 20 feet away from the participant, but still within view. The
experimenter presented the instruction, “I want you to wait as long as you can
before playing with (item)” and then stepped back several feet and pretended to
look distracted until the terminal wait interval elapsed. If the participant pressed the
bell on the desk or started to engage with the preferred item, they were allowed to
play with it for the shorter duration specified for that participant. If the participant
did not press the bell or attempt to engage with the item during the pre-determined
wait interval, they were allowed to play with it for the longer duration once the wait
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time elapsed. If the participant engaged with the alternative activity during the wait
interval, it was removed after the wait time elapsed and replaced in its original
position 10 to 20 feet away before the next trial began.
Reinforcer Present. The purpose of this phase was to examine the
interaction of the presence of the preferred item with the presence versus absence
of an alternative activity. The procedures were the same as baseline with the
following exceptions. The instruction given to the participant changed to: “You can
play with [item] now for a little bit, or you can wait a little while, and then you can
play with [item] for a longer time. Remember if you ring the bell, you can play
with the [item] right away for a little bit of time.”
In addition, this phase included an embedded alternating treatments design with
two conditions: alternative activity present and alternative activity absent.
Alternative activity present. In the alternative activity present condition, the
alternative activity was placed on the table next to the preferred item and bell. If the
participant asked to play with the alternative activity, the researcher said, “Yes, go
ahead.” However, there was no instruction or prompt to use the items given during
this phase. If the child did engage with the alternative activity, the experimenter
remained oriented away from the participant, and there was no attention provided.
The item was removed at the end of the trial.
Alternative activity absent. In the alternative activity absent condition, there
were no other toys or activities available anywhere in the room. If the participant
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asked to play with the alterative activity, the researcher responded, “We don’t have
that right now.”
Reinforcer Absent. This phase was identical to the Reinforcer Present
procedure described above, but the preferred item was not visible to the participant.
The bell was present on the table, so the participant could indicate at any time that
they wanted access to it. If the participant asked for the preferred item, the
experimenter delivered it and terminated the trial after the inter trail interval
elapsed. The alternative activity present and alternative activity absent were
alternated within this phase in the same manner described above.
Self-Control Training. Based on the results of the experimental evaluation,
the participants were taught to manipulate the environment in such a way as to
facilitate waiting for the preferred item. If the experimental evaluation revealed that
having the reinforcer absent made it easier to wait, we taught the participant to hide
the preferred item or ask the experimenter to hold it. If the evaluation revealed that
the presence of an alternative activity made it easier to wait, we taught the
participant to access the materials themselves or ask an adult to give them
something to do. To teach each skill, we used behavioral skills training, which
consisted of giving brief instructions of what to do, modeling the supplementary
behaviors, giving opportunities to practice the behaviors, and giving corrective
feedback or praise, depending on the response.
Post-Training. In this phase of the study, procedures were identical to
baseline. We evaluated whether the participants engaged in the supplementary
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behaviors and how the presence or absence of those behaviors impacted choice for
the sooner shorter reinforcer vs. longer later reinforcer.
Generalization. We conducted the final phase of the study after the posttraining sessions. This phase was included to determine whether the supplementary
behaviors persisted during a more natural activity. Specifically, we conducted
probes to 1) determine whether the participants would emit the supplementary
responses during their regular therapeutic sessions and 2) the participants waited
for a preferred item for a longer time than was evaluated in the context of this
study, as determined was socially appropriate by each participant’s case manager.
Results
As of this writing, data have not yet been completed due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Data collection is ongoing. The following writing reveals the results
obtained thus far.
Val
Figure 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 show the data for Val.
Waiting Assessment
Figure 1 depicts the total duration per session that Val waited for her
preferred reinforcer (iPad), during the waiting assessment. There was a total of
three sessions run for the waiting assessment. The times averaged 1.46 s (range, 1
to 2s) for Val. The specific wait times of her three trials were 2 s, 1 s, and 1.38 s.
Her times remained steady throughout the trials. When multiplied by 10, and
rounded to an even number, her waiting interval equated to 15 s. During this
assessment Val was asked to wait for an iPad. Val did not emit any strategies to
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promote waiting (e.g., turning away from the iPad, asking for the removal of the
iPad, entertaining herself with another activity, walking around the room, etc.). In
every trial, Val began to reach for the iPad before the completion of the instruction.
When this occurred, the experimenter instructed her to fold her hands, re-delivered
the instruction, received a verbal “Ok” from Val, and began the timer. At the end of
every trial Val requested “more time” which was ignored by the experimenters.
There was no observed problem behavior during this assessment.
Magnitude Sensitivity Assessment (Duration of Exposure)
Figure 2 depicts the number of trials Val chose a small magnitude of her
preferred reinforcer (iPad) and the number of trials Val chose a large magnitude of
the iPad. After 4 trials, Val showed sensitivity to relative differences in magnitude.
assessment. The first trial she chose the smaller magnitude. The next three trials the
larger magnitude was chosen. When the experimenter went to remove the iPad after
the first trial, when smaller magnitude was chosen, Val engaged in one vocal
protest while pulling the iPad away from the therapist. The therapist ignored these
behaviors, said “my turn,” kept the demand placed, and prompted her to hand over
the item as needed.
Delay Sensitivity Assessment
Figure 3 depicts the number of trials Val chose an immediate and small
magnitude of her preferred reinforcer (iPad) and the number of trials Val chose a
delayed and small magnitude of the iPad. After 3 trials, Val showed sensitivity to
relative differences in delay. She chose the immediate and small magnitude option
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for all three trials. Val exhibited no problem behavior during this assessment.
During this assessment, Val did not emit any strategies to promote waiting.
Number of Trials Waited for Longer Later Reinforcement
Figure 4 depicts the number of trials Val successfully waited to receive the
longer later reinforcement as a function of an alternative activity being present and
the reinforcer being visible. During baseline, Val demonstrated some self-control
techniques. These techniques included engaging with different items other than the
item she was waiting for. During two sessions of the baseline phase, after being
delivered the instruction, Val played in her chair, threw her sweatshirt around the
room, and engaged with the alternative activity (Legos) on two separate occasions
for 8 s and 11 s. During two of the 15 trials, Val engaged with the alternative
activity (Legos) and waited the full 15 s of the wait interval. Val ended all trials in
this phase between 0 s and 15 s. In the next phase, reinforcer present, Val chose the
longer later reinforcer in 0 out of 10 trials when the alternative activity was present,
and 0 out of 10 trials when the alternative activity was absent. During this phase,
she did not exhibit any techniques to promote waiting. Val ended all trials in this
phase between 0 s and 11 s. In the next phase, reinforcer absent Val chose the
longer later reinforcer in five out of 15 trials when the alternative activity was
present, and 2 out of 10 trials when the alternative activity was absent. During this
phase, Val did exhibit techniques to promote waiting. She engaged with the
alternative activity in four different trials. In order of occurrence, she spent 13 s, 6
s, 10 s, and 8 s, engaged with the alternative activity. She ended all trials in this
phase between 0 s and 15 s. In the next phase, a return to reinforcer present, Val
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chose the longer later reinforcer 0 out 10 trials when the alternative activity was
present, and 0 out of 10 trials when the alternative activity was absent. During this
phase, she did not show any techniques to promote waiting. Val ended all trials in
this phase between 0 s and 9 s. Lastly, when we returned to the phase reinforcer
absent, Val chose the longer later reinforcer one out of 15 trials when the
alternative activity was absent, and five out of 10 trials when the alternative activity
was present. During this phase, she did exhibit techniques to promote waiting. She
engaged with the alternative activity in one trial for 14 s. Val also walked around
the room, and attempted to engage with the therapist. She ended all trials in this
phase between 0 s and 15 s.
Latency and Duration Measures
Figure 5 depicts Val’s average latency to touching the reinforcer per
condition. In the reinforcer present phases, Val’s average latency to touching the
reinforcer was 1.9 s when the alternative activity was present, and 2.45 s when the
alternative activity was absent. In the reinforcer absent phases, Val’s average
latency to touching the reinforcer was 7.16 s when the alternative activity was
present, and 4.48 s when the alternative activity was absent.
Figure 6 depicts Val’s total duration spent engaged with the alternative
activity per condition. In the reinforcer present phases, Val’s total duration spent
engaged with the alternative activity was 0 s when the alternative activity was
present, and 0 s when the alternative activity was absent. In the reinforcer absent
phases, Val’s total duration spent engaged with the alternative activity was 51 s
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when the alternative activity was present, and 0 s when the alternative activity was
absent.
Bryan
Figure 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 show data for Bryan.
Waiting Assessment
Figure 7 shows the waiting assessment data for Bryan. There was a total of
four trials run for the waiting assessment. The times averaged 37 s (range, 33 s to
44 s) for Bryan. The specific waiting times for his four trials were 62 s, 33 s, 34 s,
and 44 s. When multiplied by 10, and rounded to an even number, his waiting
interval equated to 6 minutes. Bryan was asked to wait for a white board. In the
first trial of the assessment Bryan waited a longer duration than the preceding trials.
In this first trial, as Bryan was reaching for the white board he requested “Can I
have it?” It is possible that since the experimenter did not respond to his request, he
realized there was no set time of when he could have his item. This could have
played a role in the decreased wait times in the later trials. In this assessment,
Bryan did emit strategies to promote waiting. Bryan engaged in behaviors that took
his vision and his attention away from the item he was waiting for. For example,
while Bryan was waiting for the white board, he put his head down on his desk, and
also looked out the window.
Magnitude Sensitivity Assessment (Duration of Exposure)
Figure 8 depicts the number of trials Bryan chose a small magnitude of his
preferred reinforcer (white board) and the number of trials he chose a large
magnitude of the white board. After 6 trials, Bryan showed sensitivity to relative
differences in magnitude. The next two trials he chose the larger magnitude. The
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next trial he chose the smaller magnitude The last three trials the larger magnitude
was chosen. Bryan exhibited no problem behavior during this assessment.
Delay Sensitivity Assessment
Figure 9 depicts the number of trials Bryan chose an immediate and small
magnitude of his preferred reinforcer (white board) and the number of trials he
chose a delayed and small magnitude of the white board. After 5 trials, Bryan
showed sensitivity to relative differences in delays. He chose the immediate and
smaller magnitude option for the first trial, the later and smaller magnitude for the
second trial, and the immediate and smaller magnitude for the remaining three
trials. Bryan exhibited no problem behavior during this assessment. During this
assessment, Bryan did not emit any strategies to promote waiting.
Number of Trials Waited for Longer Later Reinforcement
Figure 10 depicts the number of trials Bryan successfully waited to receive
the longer later reinforcer. During baseline, Bryan demonstrated some self-control
techniques. Although Bryan did not engage with the alternative activity, he did
shift his attention away from his preferred reinforcer (white board). During the trial
that Bryan exhibited self-control techniques, he did not orient himself towards the
item. Instead, Bryan walked around the room, closed his eyes, and looked out the
window. During one of the 15 trials, Bryan waited the entirety of the wait interval
(6 m) and chose the longer later reinforcer. Bryan ended all trials in this phase
between 0 s and 360 s. In the next phase, reinforcer present, Bryan chose the longer
later reinforcer 0 out of 15 trials. Bryan did not show any techniques to promote
waiting during this phase. Bryan ended all trials in this phase between 0 s and 30 s.
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In the next phase, reinforcer absent Bryan chose the longer later reinforcer 0 out of
5 trials when the alternative activity was present. During this phase, Bryan ended
all trials between 0 s and 120 s. Although Bryan did not wait the entirety of the
waiting interval in any of the trials, he did exhibit some techniques to promote
waiting during this phase. Bryan did not engage with the alternative activity,
however, he walked around the room, and changed his seat. He then spent 2
minutes rocking and playing in his chair.
Latency and Duration Measures
Figure 11 depicts Bryan’s average latency to touching the reinforcer per
condition. In the first reinforcer present phase, Bryan’s average latency to touching
the reinforcer was 0 s when the alternative activity was present.
Figure 12 depicts Bryan’s total duration spent engaged with the alternative
activity per condition. In the reinforcer present phases. Bryan’s total duration spent
engaged with the alternative activity was 0 s when the alternative activity was
present, and 0 s when the alternative activity was absent. In the reinforcer absent
phases. Bryan’s total duration spent engaged with the alternative activity was 0 s
when the alternative activity was present, and 0 s when the alternative activity was
absent.
Discussion
Previous self-control research that has been conducted with children with
autism has found many techniques that may aid in teaching self-control and
increasing the duration of waiting for access preferred items. Some of these
techniques include introducing concurrent activities during waiting times (Dixon &
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Cummings 2001), fading out concurrent activities (Gokey et al., 2003), and
providing toys to children during periods of waiting (Juanico et al., 2016).
Prior researchers also recommended the removal of the reinforcing item and
the availability of an alternative activity as techniques to aid in self-control
responding (Grosche and Neuringer, 1981). However, Grosche and Neuringer
(1981) used pigeons as their subjects. The results of their research suggested that
removing the reinforcer from the sight of the subjects increased the percentage of
trials the pigeons waited for their preferred grain type. The results also suggested
that providing an alternative activity, in this specific study a key to peck at, also
increased the percentage of trials the pigeons waited for their preferred grain type.
This current study replicated the repeated measures procedures found in Grosche
and Neuringer (1981) and applied them to participants with autism. The overall
purpose of this study was to observe the interaction between removing a reinforcer
from sight and providing an alternative activity to interact with on a child’s ability
to wait to receive a longer reinforcement length of a preferred item.
Similar to previous research (Grosche & Neuringer, 1981), the results of
this current study suggest that placing the reinforcer out of sight was a successful
intervention for both participants, Val and Bryan. Val showed an increase in trials
waited during the reinforcer absent phase. Although Bryan did not show an
increase in trials waited, thus far, he did show an increase in latency to touching the
item during the reinforcer absent phase. During the reinforcer absent phases, Val
exhibited numerous techniques to promote waiting. She engaged with the
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alternative activity on a small number of occasions, walked around the room, and
attempted to engage with the therapist. Bryan also engaged in some techniques to
promote waiting during the reinforcer absent phase. Although he did not engage
with the alternative activity or wait the entirety of his wait interval, he did walk
around the room, change seats, and rock in his chair.
In regards to the alternative activity, Val displayed some engagement, but
this was only observed in the reinforcer absent phases. However, Bryan did not
show any engagement with his alternative activity in any of the phases. The lack of
participants engagement with the alternative activity that was observed in this
current study, does not align with earlier research which suggests that providing
alternative activities during wait intervals could aid in children waiting longer
durations (Dixon et al., 2003, Juanico et al., 2016). The lack of engagement could
have been due to various reasons. It is possible that the alternative activity used for
Bryan, colored blocks, did not have sufficient reinforcing value. Although this
activity was identified in the paired choice preference assessment that was
conducted before the start of the study, it is likely that it was too low in the ranking.
It may have been beneficial to use a higher ranked item identified in the preference
assessment for Bryan as his alternative activity. It is also possible that he is a
participant that may have benefited from a stated instruction giving him clearance
to engage with the item. If Bryan had received clearance to play with the blocks, it
may have led to an increase engagement. This may be due to the fact that Bryan is
observed and reported to be rule-governed. During his day-to-day sessions in the
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Autism clinic, he will frequently ask his clinicians for permission to have items, eat
food, or perform certain actions on various occasions.
It is important to note the difference in goal durations for Val and Bryan.
Val’s wait interval was 15 s, and Bryan’s wait interval was 6 minutes. During the
waiting assessment Val was waiting for the iPad. The iPad remained the item she
waited for through the entirety of the study, as identified by the presession
MSWOs. However, during the waiting assessment for Bryan, he waited for the
white board. Bryan also waited for the white board in the first baseline session. His
preference then switched to the iPad, as identified by the presession MSWOs. This
change in item could account for his decrease in latency to touching the item, and
ending trials.
Another possible explanation for Bryan’s high wait interval could be that he
has previous learning history surrounding waiting. Bryan has had acquisition
programs including waiting for preferred items. Currently, the primary BCBA for
Bryan does have a waiting program issued. There is no duration specified. This
program includes the therapist issuing the instruction “Wait” after Bryan requests a
specific item, and recording the duration until he repeats his request.
There is another important difference to note among our participants. Val
has been reported to have an issue with impulsivity regarding tangibles. Her issue
is specifically with her iPad (watching videos and playing Pokémon Go). She
currently has a relinquishing iPad program, and accepting alternatives, on her
acquisition data sheet at the Autism clinic she attends to address it. However,
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Bryan’s reported issue is impulsivity with food. Bryan is reportedly overweight,
and parents and therapists are introducing a restricted diet. Since Bryan is now not
receiving all of his highest preferred foods, and experiencing a state of deprivation,
he will frequently touch and consume food that does not belong to him. Although
Bryan could have benefited from using edibles, due to heightened risks of COVID19 at the onset of this study, we elected to use tangibles for this particular research
project.
In the self-control training phase, we plan to teach Val how to request the
removal of the item. We chose to teach this technique for multiple reasons. First,
Val did not show much engagement with an alternative activity (Legos). Therefore,
we can assume there was not much motivation for the Legos. This would make it
difficult to teach her to engage with that specific item. Secondly, it requires less
response effort to from the participant. During this teaching procedure, the only
response the participant will have to emit is “Move my iPad” or “Take my iPad.”
One potential disadvantage we might see with this treatment is problem behaviors
relative to the removal of the iPad. Val frequently perseverates “Give iPad back,”
and it frequently turns into vocal protests. One way to potentially avoid this would
be to teach her how to hide the iPad herself. This could extend into future research
examining the effects of experimenters hiding the item vs the participant hiding the
item themselves on waiting for the longer later reinforcer.
We also plan to teach Bryan self-control techniques, based on the data we
collect. However, requesting the removal of the item may be the technique that is
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more likely to generalize to edibles. Since edibles provide an immediate, gustatory
reinforcement, it may be difficult to find an alternative activity to compete with that
reinforcement. Future research could expand on this idea and investigate whether
this specific self-control training could generalize to edibles.
Overall, participants showed a clearer effect when the reinforcer was absent.
Specifically, Val was able to successfully wait a larger number of trials under
conditions in which the reinforcer was not visible. The results discussed above are
similar to those found in Grosche and Neuringer (1981). They found that the
pigeons only waited successfully an average of 6.6% of the trials when a reinforcer
was present but waited successfully an average of 83.5% of the trials when a
reinforcer was absent.
Limitations
One major limitation of this study is that data collection is incomplete. This
is because of time constraints given by the university in which the experimenter
attends and extensive session times. The collected data for Val includes baseline,
and all treatment phases. However, we have not yet conducted the self-control
training, post training or generalization phases. The collected data for Bryan
includes baseline, the first reinforcer present phase, and the first session in the
reinforcer absent phase. We have not yet concluded the treatment phases, selfcontrol training, post training or generalization phases with him. Co-occurring with
this limitation is the of number of data points per phase. In several conditions there
were only two data points collected. This number falls below the minimum criteria
of three which is needed to determine a trend. This limited number of data points
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may provide limitations to interpretation of any results throughout this study. We
plan to finish data collection with both of our participants. While doing so, we plan
to obtain at least three data points per condition, or more, if stability has not been
detected. As more data is collected, additional limitations may become apparent.
Another limitation of this study was that session lengths for Bryan were
longer than anticipated. Since Bryan’s goal for waiting, determined by the waiting
assessment, was 6 minutes, his sessions equated to around 31 minutes. Bryan only
attends his clinic for four hours a day. During this study, Bryan was also going
through many different assessments because of his insurance authorization being
due. This made it difficult to schedule sessions during this period.
Another potential limitation of the current study was that the environment in
which it took place did not resemble the natural environment. If the child was
instructed to wait for an item in a more natural environment, they would have
freedom to walk around and engage with more items than just the one presented
each trial. They would possibly have individuals to talk to and other ways to pass
the time. Also, children typically will verbally request items in the natural
environment instead of ringing a bell. This study took place in a treatment room
with little resemblance of the natural environment, it is possible that participants
were trying to behave in a specific way to please the therapist and exhibiting
participant bias.
An additional probable limitation of the current study was that the
participants were not aware that they were able to engage with the alternative
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activity. This study did not provide an instruction because we wanted to observe if
participants would engage with the item on their own. Although the item was in the
room, there was no instruction given to the participants that they were allowed to
play with the item. This lack of instruction could have contributed to the amount of
time a child chose to engage with the alternative activity. Additionally, the
participants did not scan the room and typically had their attention directed to the
therapist, bell, or reinforcer. For this reason, they may have not seen the alternative
activity. This could have also played a role in the lack of engagement with the
activity.
A third possible limitation of the current study was that preferences for both
participants are reported to change at a fast rate. Although we conducted a paired
choice preference assessment to determine the top five items that would be
included in each participant’s daily MSWO preference assessment, it is possible
that those top five items changed over time. Changes in preference throughout the
study could have contributed to the possibility that a participant would wait the full
wait interval and earn the longer later reinforcer. As well as the top five items
ranking changing over time, it is likely that the alternative activity could have been
too reinforcing, or in the case of our participants, not reinforcing enough. Since our
participants did not show much engagement with the alternative activity, it is
possible that the activity chosen did not have enough reinforcing value.
A last limitation of the current study was that the bell that was used to
signal that the participants wanted to end the trial could have had reinforcing value
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in its own right and not just as a means to accessing the longer late reinforcer. Val
frequently requested to play with the bell once sessions had concluded. She would
also reach to ring the bell before the experimenter completed delivering the
instruction in many of the trials. If the bell was highly reinforcing, she may have
rung the bell for reasons other than to earn the sooner shorter reinforcer, i.e.,
because it was automatically reinforcing to do so. The bell could have become the
more preferred item throughout the study.
Future Research
Future research should extend these procedures to a more natural
environment. This research could also be extended to settings such as the
participants home, or the community. For example, this research could be expanded
to places such as the grocery store when a child may want to pick out a candy bar.
Although they are allowed to pick out a candy bar, they might not be able to eat it
right away. Techniques such as the ones examined in this study, could be beneficial
in a setting such as this. A child could be taught how to place the candy bar in the
shopping cart and out of their sight, or they could be taught how to engage in a
different activity such as helping their parents push the shopping cart.
Researchers wishing to replicate our procedures should consider adding a
statement to inform the participants that they are allowed to engage with the other
toys or activities in the room while they are waiting. In the present study, if the
participants asked, “Can I play with (item)?” the experimenters would have
responded appropriately contingent on the condition. However, there were no
instructions that would have clarified for the participant that they were allowed to
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engage with the items. Including a statement such as “You may play with (item)
while you wait,” could alleviate any confusion for the participant and change the
duration of time they interact with the alternative activity.
This experiment used lengthy instruction. The instruction was “You can
play with [item] now for a little bit, or you can wait a little while, and then you can
play with [item] for a longer time. Remember if you ring the bell, you can play
with the [item] right away for a little bit of time.” However, it is possible that
participants to not understand this complex of instruction. Future researchers
should include a pre-assessment to ensure the participants understand the language,
“a little bit of time” and “a longer time.” Researcher could do this by requiring the
participants to state the rules back to them. For example, the researchers could ask
“What happens if you ring the bell?” and the participants would have to respond “I
get the [item] for a little bit.” As well as, the researchers could we “What happens if
you don’t ring the bell, and you wait?” and the participants would have to respond
“I get the [item] for a long time.”
Future researchers could also require participants to emit a verbal response
to end the waiting trial instead of ringing a bell. This would eliminate any
possibility of the bell acting as a competing reinforcer. This could also lead to
teaching functional replacement behaviors such as requesting the items that are
desired.
Lastly, similar to Gokey et al. (2013), who faded out concurrent activities
due to the possibility that activities would not be available, future researchers could
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build upon our findings by exploring the effects of fading in the presence of the
desired item. This could be helpful in situations where the item is unable to be
removed from the participants site but self-control is still required. One example
may be a situation where someone is using an item that a child is motivated for.
Future researchers could begin with the item out of sight for the entirety of the
waiting interval. They could then gradually decrease the amount of time the item is
absent, increasing the time it is visible to the participant during the waiting interval.
This would be beneficial because although removing items from sight is an
adequate technique to aid in waiting, it may not always be practical. Another
example would be if a child is in the car, and they are instructed to wait for an item.
In this situation, they would not be able to walk away from the item. The child
could close their eyes to remove the item from sight. However, this may not be
practical if they are expected to wait for a long duration. Therefore, teaching
children to tolerate the presence of the item during the waiting interval may be a
valuable addition to this research.
Implications
Children with autism typically have a difficult time waiting for highly
preferred items or activities. This can often lead to problem behavior which
ultimately delays the delivery of the desired item. An increase in delay tolerance
may help children avoid problem behavior and obtain more preferred items,
activities, and interactions. Strategies such as the ones examined in this study may
help individuals make choices that will lead to a better outcome. This study
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examined two different strategies, removing the item from sight and engaging with
an alternative activity.
Val demonstrated an increase in the number of trials waited, earning the
longer later reinforcer, in the reinforcer absent phase. This knowledge can be used
to design individualized programs that will teach individuals how to wait for a
preferred item. In the specific cases of Val, she can be taught how to request the
removal of the item, turn away from the item, or walk away from the item after
being told she has to wait.
Teaching self-control techniques such as the one described above, can aid
children, families, and clinicians when a child is unable to receive an item
immediately by developing replacement behaviors that will lead to a decrease in
problem behavior over waiting and overall a more desirable outcome.
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Figure 1
Waiting Assessment durations for Val

Note. The duration (s) Val waited per session in the waiting assessment
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Figure 2
Val’s Magnitude Assessment Results

Note. The number of trials Val chose a small magnitude of her preferred reinforcer
(iPad) and the number of trials Val chose a larger magnitude of the iPad.
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Figure 3
Val’s Delay Sensitivity Assessment Results

Note. The number of trials Val chose an immediate and small magnitude of her
preferred reinforcer (iPad) and the number of trials she chose a delayed and small
magnitude of the iPad.
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Figure 4
Number of trials Val waited for the longer later reinforcer

Note. Number of trials Val waited for the longer later reinforcer per session. The
black data points represent collected data. Red data points represent hypothetical
data.
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Figure 5
Val’s latency to touching item

Note. Val’s average latency to touching the reinforcer per condition
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Figure 6
Val’s total duration of engagement

Note. Val’s total duration spent engaged with the alternative activity per condition
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Figure 7
Waiting Assessment durations for Bryan

Note. The duration (s) Bryan waited per session in the waiting assessment
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Figure 8
Bryan’s Magnitude Sensitivity Assessment

Note. The number of trials Bryan chose a small magnitude of her preferred
reinforcer (white board) and the number of trials he chose a larger magnitude.
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Figure 9
Bryan’s Delay Sensitivity Assessment

Note. The number of trials Bryan chose an immediate and small magnitude of his
preferred reinforcer (white board) and the number of trials he chose a delayed and
small magnitude.
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Figure 10
Number of trials Bryan waited for the longer later reinforcer

Note. Number of trials Bryan waited for the longer later reinforcer per session. The
black data points represent collected data. Red data points represent hypothetical
data.
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Figure 11
Bryan’s latency to touching item

Note. Bryan’s average latency to touching the reinforcer per condition
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Figure 12
Bryan’s total engagement with activity

Note. Bryan’s total duration spent engaged with the alternative activity per
condition. Although data collection is incomplete, Bryan has not engaged with the
alternative activity in any of the conditions thus far.
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Appendix A
Informed Consent
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Appendix B
Treatment Integrity Checklist
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